"I have never played a game as colorful, hilarious and addicting as Commander Keen. I hope you make more Keen adventures before I go stir crazy!" — John H., Reno, NV

Until now, no game ever made for the IBM PC has had the colorful, 360° scrolling, high-speed animation as seen in Commander Keen.

Commander Keen is a major breakthrough with ultra high-speed EGA/VGA graphics. Keen's graphics and animation are so amazing that officials from several commercial publishers have contacted Apogee Software to buy our proprietary animation routines.

The animation and scrolling is updated at nearly 40 frames per second and, for comparison, motion picture quality cartoons are filmed at only 24 frames per second.

The story of Commander Keen is epic, and in the style of matinee serials, like Flash Gordon and The Rocketeer.

Commander Keen consists of three unique games, each a vital chapter in the entire trilogy. And each volume boasts completely redesigned graphics and new locations. The three volumes are: "Marooned on Mars", "The Earth Explodes", and "Keen Must Die!"

Keen's first adventure takes you to Mars, where the Vorticon invasion force is planning their conquest of Earth. While Keen is exploring Mars the Vorticons steal pieces of his ship and hide them within their vast cities.

Can Keen recover all the pieces and repel the Vorticon invasion? You'll explore many cities and other locations, each packed with diabolical traps and hideous creatures, both of Martian and Vorticon origin. Use your pogo stick to reach high ledges and jump deadly pits, and use your ray gun to stun the Vorticon invaders. Can you find the secret city?

Commander Keen requires 525k RAM, and an EGA or a VGA system, and a joystick is optional. Keen is a very easy game to learn, without a lengthy manual to read before playing.

Commander Keen will also be available as a Nintendo cartridge, being released soon by a major American Nintendo publishing company.

Exciting features:

- Ultra high-speed, smooth animation
- Full-screen 360° scrolling playfields
- Arcade quality sound effects
- Joystick supported
- Built-in instructions and help
- Save and restore up to nine games
- Hundreds of screens to explore
- Many funny cinematic animations
- Many secret rooms and treasures
- Overwhelming variety of graphics
- Makes an IBM outshine an Amiga!

Each volume of Commander Keen is $15, or you can order all three volumes for just $30. As an incentive to order all three volumes, you'll also receive a special "Hints and Tricks" sheet, a secret cheat mode password, and several all-new bonus games. (Please include $2 shipping on all orders.)

You can order by mail from:

Apogee Software
P.O. Box 476389
Garland, TX 75047-6389

Or call now: 1-800-852-5659

*These three Keen games are better than all the commercial games I've bought. I just wanted to say 'thank you' for offering these terrific games for such a bargain price. I loved them!*
— Becky A., Chicago, IL